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As the modern scientific developed rapidly, computer technology also has 
developed rapidly. Computers are indispensable instruments either in large enterprise 
or in small merchant; Especially in the cases of internet and database technologies is 
developing so fast, a large quantity of data information needs to be deal with, also due 
to the fiercely competition, the management must improving while the supermarket 
industry want to be in a favorable conditions. 
Therefore, in order to enhance a small supermarket or merchant's business 
efficiency and market competitiveness, developing an economy, efficiency, 
convenience Small and medium-sized supermarket management system is very 
necessary. This can not only avoid a lot of manual management problems, such as 
backlog inventory, the sale statistics trouble, and price control trouble, but also can 
improve the operational efficiency and saving the management cost for the business 
and so on. Now there are many small-scale supermarkets in the market. They must 
analyze the product and sales information every moment, however, the systems which 
are using in large supermarket aren’t convenience, even they can work with highly 
efficiency and effective management. They are too expensive and complicated to the 
small-scale supermarkets. So we want to develop such a small supermarket 
management, it just contain some modules as following: 1. Receptionist sales module; 2. 
Background management module; Receptionist sales module mainly realizes the 
dynamic sale of goods for the salesperson, and Automatic system of database and the 
corresponding operation and so on, while background management module major 
manage the stock and sales or the employees information completely, dynamically, 
timely and so on. 
In this dissertation we analyzed the development background and the process of 
the system. Firstly I introduced the development environment, and next the details 
design including database, every modules and the design and function of the 
interfaces. 
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